Committee Expects Eight-Hundred Parents for Weekend of May 10

Eight hundred parents of freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors will make the 20th annual "Tech Day" the greatest ever. The "Tech Day" committee, chairman of the Parents' Club, is the organization in charge of arranging the events for the weekend, which is expected to be well attended.

The events of the weekend will include a special Friday evening departure on the set of campus where the "Tech Day" committee has been planning for weeks. This year will feature a special appearance by Bob Hope, chairman of the "Tech Day" committee, who will entertain the parents with his usual brand of comedy.

In addition to the entertainment, there will also be athletic and study as well as how to play/"office hours and speeches, conferences, and a tour of the campus. There are also plans for a special dinner at the Harvard Club, and a special address by President John F. Kennedy.

8 State Police Hunt Fails to Find Graduate Student, Missing a Week

A State Police detective, searching an eight-state area, has thus far been unsuccessful in locating a missing graduate student. James D. Redman, missing since Saturday, April 10. At present, the search is continuing.

The student, who was last seen on Saturday, April 10, was reported missing by his parents. The search has been extensive, and no trace of the student has been found.

John Milton, the student's father, said, "We have been searching for him for days now. We have been to every place that he could conceivably be."
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20 Cross of Balloons Will Help East Campus Launches Day

Students will celebrate their spring weekend with a special event, the Cross of Balloons. This event will feature a large cross made of balloons, which will be displayed over the campus.

Aided by the balloon teams and their supporters, the Cross of Balloons will be a spectacular sight. The cross will be located in the center of campus, and will be visible from all parts of the campus.

The Cross of Balloons will be a great opportunity for students to come together and enjoy a fun-filled weekend.

Ehrenberg Coil, Ed Roberts, and other campus leaders are urging students to participate in the Cross of Balloons event. They believe it will be a great way to celebrate the end of the semester and look forward to the summer.

Israel, Korean Clubs Win Class B Status, Joining Chess Group

The Israel Cultural Council, the Korea Students Club, and a reorganized Chess Club Team, three new campus organizations, were granted provisions of Class B status at the Administrative Council, Thursday. In one group may now compete in a new classification.

The Israel Cultural Council, described its purpose as the sharing of cultural backgrounds between students and the Israeli community. In addition, the club will serve as a social organization for approximately twenty students of Israel, a member of the class that was outlined by the Kappa Society.

The Korea Students Club also aims to serve as a social organization for approximately twenty students of Korea, a goal that has been outlined by the Kappa Society.

The Chess Club, which until now has been acting on an unofficial basis, was granted Class B status, making it a recognized campus organization. The group hopes to expand its membership and attract new players.

The Cross of Balloons will be a great opportunity for students to come together and enjoy a fun-filled weekend.
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Wares of 77 Lands Will Be on Display At Local ISA Fair

The International Student Center's "Puri Fair," billed as the Cambridge counterpart to the Brussels World's Fair, will be held next Saturday, May 19, at the International Student Center.

Represented in this fair will be seventy-seven nationalities and more than one thousand students. Among the visitors are Indian, Chinese, Japanese, and many students from MIT who are participating in the fair.

On display in the forty booths and pavilions which will open from 2 until 11 p.m. are an African tent, an African hut, a Swedish Maypole, a Dutch windmill, an Italian Plaza, a replica of the Arc de Triomphe, and a Chinese teahouse.

The visitors will also witness folk dances by West Indian, German, Armenian, Hawaiian, Indonesian, Mexican, and French students. There will be entertainment in the form of dancing, drumming, and singing.

Songs, Dances, Fencing Highlight Twenty-Fourth Assemblies Ball

The twenty-fourth annual formal Assemblies Ball of the Walker Amesford Stu-Dan Fasstet, fores, was a hundred and twelve tall and tied to the guests of honor at the annual Assemblies Ball at Walker Memorial Saturday.
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Unquestionably, Robert A. Requa's organ recital in the MIT Chapel last Sunday was the finest recital this reviewer has ever heard on this instrument. Organ of the Congregational Church in Middletown, Connecticut, Mr. Requa exhibited imagination in all his registrations, including technique — ever and above his fine musicanship and warmth of playing.

The high point of the program was the "E Flat prelude and Fugue" (the St. Anne) of Bach. Great, decisive playing, delicate nuances, and artistic phrasing were the hallmarks of this performance. Indeed, this reviewer has never heard a more perfect rendering except perhaps on a disc.

In the choral preludes Mr. Requa employed solo stops most effectively and the light transparency qualities obtained were enchanting.

The "Concerto II" of contemporary composer Ernst Pepping closed this most rewarding program. Especially noteworthy was the second movement, the Kanzone, which, although admirable of doing, long forever, was turned into a rainbow of tonal colour.

For those who missed this recital WES will re-broadcast the tapes on Friday, May 2.

A.S.C.E. SEMINAR

"THE LAKE PONCHAINTAIN BRIDGE"

Film ... Coffee Hour
Thursday, May 1, 1958
4:00 p.m. Room 1-390

FOLK SONG FESTIVAL

JACK JACOB NILES and OSCAR BRAND

JACK HANCOCK MAIL HALL
FRIDAY, MAY 9, 9:30 P.M.
Tickets: $2.00—Mail check or money order to Fullers Productions, P.O. Box 297, Boston. Also available of Fullers Hearing, Briggs & Briggs, Faxes.

The Bolshoi Ballet

Starring

GALINA ULANOVA

in Eastman Color

2 Performances Daily
2:45 and 8:45
also David Chizhik
playing the Slavonic Piano

KEMORE

HOTEL SERVICE

Make your selection of JOCKEY PRODUCTS at

"Jockey brand T-shirts made me irresistible!"

- - - -

"I was a Saturday night book worm, and not because I liked books more than dates. To put it bluntly, I was resistant. Then my best friend told me I needed to make a better appearance — I needed Jockey T-shirts. I started wearing these good looking T-shirts.

"Now, thanks to Jockey T-shirts, I'm dated with ease. The twin stitch collar that fits so smoothly, the trim-fitting body of the shirt, these are the main reasons why I'm so popular and comfortable these days."
The Tech
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A Campus-to-Career Case History

“...and get ‘start-to-finish’ engineering assignments”

“When it comes to making a job interesting...I think the assignments a man gets are more important than the size of the project he’s working on,” says Roy Vaughn of Illinois Bell Telephone Company. I found that out soon after I graduated. My first job was with an organization where the projects were big, but the individual engineering assignments lacked variety and scope.

“...After this experience I looked over power engineering opportunities in a number of companies. I joined Illinois Bell because it promised the most interesting and challenging work. That was three years ago. My work with IBM has everything that I was looking for...

“...My job is to engineer the power requirements for telephone central offices.

The work never gets routine. One job may be for a new building, the next for expanding existing plants. And power needs vary tremendously from little rural dial offices serving a few hundred telephones, to big metropolitan telephone plants serving hundreds of thousands.

“But what I like best is that I generally handle the job from start to finish. I determine the operational and emergency power requirements of the facilities to be served, and order the equipment needed. And I’m usually on hand during installation to see the job through...

“...not only does this kind of engineering assignment keep work interesting, but I find it is helping me become a better manager. And that improves my chances for advancement.”

Roy L. Vaughn, Jr., graduated from Illinois Institute of Technology in 1954 with a BS in EE degree. He is one of many young men who are finding interesting and rewarding careers in the Bell Telephone Companies. Find out about career opportunities for you. Talk with the Bell interviewer when he visits your campus, and read the Bell Telephone booklet on file in your Placement Office.

Activities’ Needs Studied as Plans For Proposed Union Take Shape

The Student-Student Center Committee is presently undertaking a careful study of the needs and desires of the undergraduate activities. The group, under the chairmanship of John Byam ’59, has surveyed the present facilities of each activity and has requested that they prepare a list or sketch of their ideal arrangements.

INSCOMM

(Continued from page 1)

...to tell Dr. Bricat that they would like to see the project continued through the end of this year. The consensus of opinion was that good results should be forthcoming now since the preliminary groundwork had been laid. Furthermore, Dr. Leli-a Buissiere had already begun re-interviewing freshmen for the second stage of the report, and it was felt that the work which had already been put in should not be wasted.

Additional Money Needed

Stephanie reported this to Dr. Bricat last Friday, with a request for $8000 from the Administration to match the $8000 appropriation requested from the student Finance Board; however, the letter request has not yet been filled, since the group tabled consideration of the proposal for an additional week for further discussion with the Administration.

New Questionnaire Soon

The plans are now open, the freshmen will receive another questionnaire, which will be more comprehensive. Inscomm hopes that this questionnaire will provide definite answers to the questions being raised concerning attitudes and ideals here.

BLOOD DRIVE

The All-Institute Blood Drive will be conducted at Kresge Auditorium on May 4, 7, and 8, from 9:45 a.m. to 3:45 p.m.

STATE SCIENCE FAIR

The Massachusetts State Science Fair will be held in Rockefeller Cage on May 2, 3, and 4. The exhibits will be open Monday, 3:00-9:30 p.m.; Tuesday, 3:00-10:00 p.m.; and Wednesday, 3:00-3:30 p.m. The awards ceremony will be held on June 2, 1955, at 3:00 p.m.

If you answered “No” to all questions, you obviously smoke Camel—a real cigarette. Only 6 or 7 “No’s” answers mean you better get on to Camel fast. Fewer than 6 “No’s” and it really doesn’t matter what you smoke. Anything’s good enough!

But if you want to enjoy smoking as never before, switch to Camel. Nothing else tastes so rich, so smooth, so mild. Today more people enjoy Camel than any other cigarette. The best tobaccos give you the best smoke. Try Camel and you’ll agree!

Have a real cigarette—have a Camel

Christian Science

A lecture, “Christian Science and God’s Government”, will be delivered by Robert S. Van Atta, a member of the Christian Science Board of Lectureship, in the Little Theatre, this Thursday at 5:15 p.m.

K. E. BREMOVE WIGWOOD COMPANY

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

Test your personality power (Taboo or not taboo—that is the question)

1. Do you feel unqualified to judge a campus beauty contest? (For men only:)__ YES NO
2. Do you think going to a big party the night before is the best way to overcome pre-exam jitters?__ YES NO
3. Do you find the company of the opposite sex annoying?__ YES NO
4. Do you think fads and fancy stuff can give you the full tobacco flavor of a real cigarette?__ YES NO
5. Whenever one of your professors makes a grammatical error, do you call it to his attention?__ YES NO
6. Do you and your date sit in the back row of the balcony only because you're both fartsighted?__ YES NO
7. Do you think cowboy shows will ever be banned from television?__ YES NO
8. Do you consider ibid. the most quoted Latin author?__ YES NO

If you answered “No” to all questions, you obviously smoke Camel—a real cigarette. Only 6 or 7 “No’s” answers mean you better get on to Camel fast. Fewer than 6 “No’s” and it really doesn’t matter what you smoke. Anything’s good enough!

But if you want to enjoy smoking as never before, switch to Camel. Nothing else tastes so rich, so smooth, so mild. Today more people enjoy Camel than any other cigarette. The best tobaccos give you the best smoke. Try Camel and you’ll agree!

Have a real cigarette—have a Camel

PANEL DISCUSSION

A panel discussion on “The Professional States of Engineers” will be presented by Sigma Gamma Tau and ASIS this Friday at 3:00 p.m. in 19-112. Coffee will be served in 33-207 at 2:30 p.m. Open to the public.

SKEPTICS’ SEMINAR

The question, “Is there a cool way out of the cold war?”, will be discussed by Professors Karl Deutsch and W. W. Rostow tomorrow at 5:00 p.m. in the Library Lecture. The moderator will be Prof. Walter Whitman, Secretary-General of the 1955 Alcoma-fen-Pon Conference. The public is invited to attend.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

A lecture, “Christian Science and God’s Government”, will be delivered by Robert S. Van Atta, a member of the Christian Science Board of Lectureship, in the Little Theatre, this Thursday at 5:15 p.m.
The order of finish was not much different in the heavyweight races, with the Arkansas team moving out in the final quarter, followed by the Midshipmen last. However, the Canaries, MIT, and Navy were close until the closing stages. Harvard pulled to an early lead, but MIT's veteran varsity heavyweight event. The Crimson lights out with a fast mile to get the flag five seconds in front.

The Cardinal and Gray pushed ahead, widest margin of the day, as they outdistanced the Orange. The Orange pulled to an early lead, but MIT's varsity pulled ahead and held on to victory.

The varsity 11-seat race was a three-way battle until the clashing stages. Harvard pulled to an early lead, but MIT's varsity pulled ahead and held on to victory.
Bushleaguer

IM Golf Tournament Scheduled Bowling Final Playoffs Near End

Golf

The intramural golf tournament will be held on Saturday, May 10, 1958, at the Sandy Burr Golf Club, Wayland, Mass. More than sixty golfers are expected to turn out as the tournament is one of the most popular of the intramural minor sports. Last year play was hindered by inclement weather but it is expected that sunny skies will bring added incentive to hope-ful Tech golfers.

Each team will be composed of nine men and the low total will determine the victor. A fee of $3.00 will be paid by each player at the course. All team rosters must be turned in at the Athletic Association office in Walker Memorial before five o'clock this Friday.

Bowling

A champion of the intramural bowling league will be crowned this week after the playing of several remaining final round matches.

The season began with thirty-six hopefuls, which were divided into six leagues. The winner of each league was placed in a final playoff to determine the top team. The playoffs began a week ago last Thursday and are scheduled to end this Thursday.

The teams participating in the finals are: 5:15 Club A, 5:15 Club B, Sigma Alpha Epsilon B, Phi Gamma Delta, Lambda Chi Alpha, and Sigma Kappa. 5:15 Club, showing its traditional power in intramural bowling, is expected to sweep the competition as both of its teams are currently leading the play.

Sailors Victorious at New London

The varsity sailors topped six other schools at New London, Sunday, winning their elimination for the New England dinghy championship finals. The team will meet the two other elimination winners at Marblehead on May 10 and 11.

The regatta was held at the Coast Guard Academy on the Thames River. Leading the Tech effort was team captain Dennis Posey '59 with Miss Carol Dorworth '60 sailing in A division. In seven races Posey took two firsts and two seconds, easily winning high point skipper honors for the regatta. Sailing for Tech in B division was Bill Widnall '59 with crew Bob Hopkins '59. Wins lost gained four firsts, one second, and one third.

The final results: MIT 105, Yale 84, Trinity 46, 12 of Rhode Island 66, Holy Cross 59, T目标任务 58, Northeastern 50.

In other action during the weekend, two other Tech skippers placed (Cont'd on page 6)
UNH Tops LaCrosse Team, 10-4

Breaks Six Game Winning Streak

The University of New Hampshire bruised the varsity lacrosse team's hopes for the New England Conference class "C" crowns by overpowering the Engineers 10-4, Saturday.

The powerful victors, class "B" championship hopefuls, slowly pulled away from the Cardinal and Gray. The Wildcats drew first blood with a single goal by Foster in the first period. Shortly after the start of the second, the技术研发们 were swamped by the victors who scored three quick goals to take a 4-0 lead. With five minutes left in the half, Jim MacArthur '60 opened up the scoring for the Beavers.

Three minutes later Chuck Conn '60 added another to bring the margin to two at the end of the first half.

Consolidated Beaver Twice

In the third period the deficit was increased again as UNH added three tallies to one for the Cardinal and Gray, giving the stickmen a 7-1 advantage after three quarters.

primarily responsible for the success of this plan.

C. Joe Timms '58, Rich Sohnson

method of scoring from behind the Hampshiremen's usual cat and mouse hounding, that stopped the Newry cats' goals in their victory over Tufts.

responsible for almost all the Wildcat scoring for the Beavers. Three minutes later Chuck Conn '60 added the scoring for the Beavers. Three minutes later Chuck Conn '60 added

The final stanza followed the same pattern with the Beavers adding two more in the last minutes.

SAILING

(Continued from page 5)

and to the powerful R. G. team at the Sharpes Trophy at Brown. The Terriers won with 107 points. Tech was second with 100 points. Then came Dartmouth 97, Harvard 94, Brown 92, Princeton 89, Trinity 68 and Yale 48.

Sailing for the Terriers were Jon Tallamy '69 with crew George Rick 90 in A Division and Glenn Russell '69 with crew Pete Gray 90 in B division.

Coming up is a team race against Harvard Thursday at 4:00 on the Charles. Tech and Harvard having both beaten the other twice for this season, will enter their five top skippers for this annual event.

The Saturday and Sunday will bring the 18th sailing of the Owen Trophy Regatta to the Charles River.

This traditional regatta will provide some of the best competition of the spring season with top teams from New England and the Middle Atlantic States competing. The Naval Academy, last year's North American Dinghy Champions, will be defending.

CHESTERFIELD

LINCOLN-NEW HAMPSHIRE

Classic Wear—Saddle Mountains, Wash.

Club

SNEAKERS $2.98

Ponchos $2.98

Sleeping Bags, U.S.A. and U.S.M.C.

Bermuda Shorts

FOOT LOCKERS

$2.98

$2.98

$12.95

$2.98

$12.95

$2.98

Tennis Shoes

Tennis Rackets

Sailing

Tennis
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TUESDAY, APRIL 29, 1958

GOING CAMPING? EVERYTHING FOR THE OUTDOOR MAN

SLEEPING BAGS

DOWN-FILLED

AIR MATTRESSES

STOVES

TENTS

TENTS

THE OUTDOOR MAN

PARENTS' WEEKEND HEADQUARTERS

Sheraton-Plaza

BOSTON'S FINEST

For Reservations

Call

UN 4-2087

SATURDAY, APRIL 26

CLASIFIED COLUMN

WRITING A THERESIT? Protect your graphs, charts, and photographs permanently, black, fadeless photo sets. Send for a finished, professional look. For information seal E-L. 44392 or letter box 152.

FOR SALE: 49 Plymouth Ave., Back East Campus. 14 rooms. Mrs. Olander. Ext. 1046 or PR 4-4832.

TYING SERVICES — Call Mrs. Gerri Jacobs 40 Waverley Street. 25 cents.


McKinley Formal Wear at 292 Harvard St., Brookline. Telephone 7-3512.

FL 1 SET: GS VR II Single LP Diamond, Garrard Model 101, Harman Kardon 125, J.H. Foster, Peoria, Ill., 26 weeks service, $150; $190; 4-wrld 10 x 10s: Sarabin Goldens. Apparent good sound. Will accept for $200 offered or sell separately. Contact Bob Schmauch, 204-241-52.

The Readers Digest is still available to new subscribers at the special introductory rate of $12.98 for 6 months or $24 for 1 year. For information write: C. W. C. Smith, Presbyterian PR 1-2471.


For specific information on the Military Academy, Boys Athletic League, 677 Tech Ave., Back East. Let Tech A. know you are a Tech student. For other information, contact Back East 3-7341.

CAMPWEIGHTS FOR SALE: 200 lbs., 200 lbs., 400 lbs., 600 lbs., $300 each. Write: John R. McDonald, Box 100, Graduate House, Room 1002.

WANTED: Small, white lamb coat for usual purposes. Will reimburse with choice of clothing. Write Dr. Mary 74 street 65 Pemberton Sq., Boston 4.